
From June 8 to July 2, 2015, I had the great opportunity to give a workshop in experimental narrative 
video making together with artist and filmmaker Ryan Oduber at the Ateliers’89 on Aruba. In total we had 
a class of 18 student from the age of 13 to 60+. 

Ryan Oduber began the workshop on May 18th focusing on the basics of film and video making as well 
as editing in Final Cut Pro X and Premier. I picked up on June 8, with the main objective to introduce 
students to the alternative modes of narrative in film and video. Smaller group assignments were 
handed out in the first week and on the second week the students began to work on their main 
assignment; a video work of 3 to 5 min. Some students worked individually others collaborated in 
smaller groups. Through hands-on experience, readings, dialogue, critique and screenings, students 
began to carve out and get closer to their own way of working and visual language. A wide range of 
narrative films utilizing experimental modes of production were screened throughout the course. 

My initial plan was to have each student or group to present their process and progress with the whole 
class as a method to exercise describing about your own work and to inspire and learn from each other. 
Although I early on realized that many found that too intimating. I decided then to do individual talks with 
each of them, giving them critique, technical suggestions and showing various examples of evolving 
their work in a fun and experimental way. This way the students dared to be more open with me also 
dared to take their work to the next level. I also learned that when screening from other artists/directors/
filmmakers the students had an easier time talking openly in class. I took this as an opportunity to have 
shorter discussions about style, camera technique, mood and them have them expressions their own 
opinion. 

The majority of the students were relative new to film/video-making and needed allot of support and 
guidance. Support to dare and guidance into thinking outside the box, outside fictive filmmakers and to 
open up to new ideas and possibilities. In all, students were open to critique and new ideas  and their 
capacity to evolve their work and artistic language was regardless to age.

A week before the presentation Ryan Oduber and I worked side by side assisting the students. Through 
out the whole period of the workshop Elvis Lopez, the director of the Ateliers’89, was always present, 
helpful and making sure things were in order.  At the end it was a great pleasure to see how each 
student project evolved on such a short time and how the works came to live in the gallery. 

A Deviation from Everything was the title of the group show and presentation on July 2. I found it fitting 
as how you as an artist or filmmaker often, if not always, have to allow yourself to let the work lead you  
- and at times deviate from your original plan. 

Looking back I feel very privilege for my time at the Ateliers’89 and on Aruba. Not only did it give me this  
great opportunity to travel to a far away place I have never been to before, meet new people and learn 
about the culture. But also, giving a workshop doesn’t only mean teaching others, it is also an opportu-
nity for you as an artist/teacher to develop and improve ones teaching and communications skills and to 
get better at adapting to situations at hand. 
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Little did I know coming to Aruba of what this journey would bring. My plan was to stay just as long 
as the period of the workshop with the assumption that after a month on a tropical island I would have 
grown pretty tired of the sight of palm trees, beaches and flip-flops. Little did I know. 

Through Elvis Lopez and the workshop I meet many new people, new friendships were created and 
collaborations came to be. My professional network has extended and now stretches all the way from 
Sweden to The Caribbean. 

I will now share links and photographs of different functions I participated in my time in Aruba.

During the workshop Elvis Lopez arranged 
for an evening of lecture and artist talks from 
me, Ryan Oduber, Rebecca Roos; producer of 
Aruba International Film Festival and Desiree
Croes from Aruba Short Film Festival. 

Unoca Aruba, a foundation for the development 
of the culture in Aruba was there for a reportage.

UNOCA photos:
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set
=a.408525452689539.1073741834.1468975
18852335&type=3

On this evening I had the pleasure to meet Rebecca Roos for the first time. Rebecca and I still have 
contact and she is now the producer for my film project Forever Dushi (in production) that I started work-
ing on in Aruba. The film portraits five young persons from Aruba dealing with topics as what it is to be 
young in Aruba, dreams and fantasy. 

Here below is a link to a video teaser for Forever Dushi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=voYo41U8Pvg



I gave another artist talk at Artfama, a studio/project space with art collaborations, performance and 
installations. My artist talk was for an event called; Artfama Sketch/Scratch Night. 
ARTFAMA
https://www.facebook.com/Artfamaaruba?fref=ts
Artfama Sketch/Scratch Night
https://www.facebook.com/events/1617138248533551/

Artfama, local artist presentations, the video I was screeninga and me talking.

Through Artfama I met artists Jess Wolff and Velvet Zoe Ramos, together with other artist they were 
running an artist collective called MuchiMondi. I was invited to perform on an even called: 
Muchi Mondi den Cueba
https://www.facebook.com/events/1605419099746172/ 

For this event I collaborated with artist Maurice Abath aka Jimmy Coral. We had never worked 
before but had similar ideas of what we wanted to do. So basically jumped into collaborating by filming, 
recording and puzzling it all together into an audio visual live performance called anomalies.

Photos from rehearsal, setting up the performance and out door screenings.



Jess Wolff and Velvet Zoe Ramos were also organizing an one-night-event-group-exhibition for perfor-
mance, installations, poetry, theater and music called Translucent Moon lll. I had the great honor to be 
the only non-Aruban to be invited to participate in this show. I also got invited to be part of the organizing 
group and artist collective Muchi Mondi.

Muchi Mondi Website
http://muchimondi.com/pages/artist-bios.html

Muchi Mondi Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/MuchiMondi?fref=ts

Translucent Moon lll event
https://www.facebook.com/events/844873075604750/

Pictures from and about Translucent Moon lll

Still from UNOCA video: https://www.facebook.com/
unoca.aruba/videos/423951271146957/

Me presenting my 
installation project 
Lovers Quarrel for 
Translucent Moon lll 



Translucent Moon lll took place in an big old abandoned school, here is an overview over the place.

My time in Aruba became an very unexpected and amazing experience. Never would I have imagined 
that being part of the workshop at Ateliers’89 would bring me so many new opportunities, tie new bonds 
and connections and even open up for future collaborations and cultural exchange. What was suppose 
to only be a one month stay ended up with almost being two months all together. 

During my workshop period the Ateliers’89 provided me with a comfortable resident with all it’s neces-
sity, giving me both the time and place for rest or work. I was very thankful that after the workshop Elvis 
Lopez and Ateliers’89 generously allowed me stay on as long as the could before the next resident’s 
arrival. 

I finish of my account with pictures from the workshop and the opening presentation on July 2.

Thank you!
Sincerely,
Sofia Wickman. 

THE WORKSOP AND OPENING




